Celebrity Contagion and the Value
of Objects

Why do people purchase objects that were once owned by celebrities, such as
film stars or politicians, and also by despised individuals, such as serial killers and
notorious dictators? The present studies examine three potential explanations:
mere associations, market demands, and contagion (the belief that these objects
contain some remnants of their previous owners). Results indicate that while market
demands do play a role, contagion appears to be the critical factor affecting the
valuation of celebrity possessions. Manipulating the degree of physical contact that
a celebrity has with an object dramatically influences consumers’ willingness to
purchase it, and individual differences in sensitivity to contagion moderate this
effect. Additionally, the valuation of celebrity possessions is principally explained
by measures of contagion, and subliminally activating the concept of contagion
changes consumers’ willingness to purchase celebrity objects. Theoretical and
practical implications of these findings are discussed.

I

discovered that it was actually not from the Kennedy household, he would presumably be outraged and want his $48,875
back, though nothing perceptible or tangible about the object
would have changed.
The valuation of celebrity items, however, is not restricted
to positively regarded figures, such as JFK. Curiously, there
is also a market for items once belonging to hated and
despised individuals. For example, items such as Charles
Manson’s hair, paintings by John Wayne Gacy, and the personal effects of Saddam Hussein have been sold at specialty
auctions, sometimes fetching tens of thousands of dollars
per item (Stone 2007). And, recently, the U.S. government
auctioned several items that belonged to the notorious fraudulent investor Bernard Madoff, including a footstool, originally listed at $360, which sold for $3,300, and a nondescript bar set, originally listed at $680, which sold for $2,200
(New York Times, November 15, 2010). Why are these objects valued? Do people value objects that belonged to despised individuals for the same reasons they value objects
that belonged to well-regarded individuals?
One explanation is that celebrity possessions are valued
because of their associations. Objects that were once owned
or touched by specific people remind us of those people.
This captures the fact that objects associated with admired
individuals are positively valued. However, it also predicts
that objects belonging to individuals who are explicitly disliked should carry no value at all. A second explanation has
to do with intuitions about how these objects are valued by

n 1996, Sotheby’s auctioned roughly 1,300 items from
the estate of the late Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis. Before
the auction began, Sotheby’s optimistically estimated the
value of the entire lot at around $4.6 million. The total yield
after 4 days was a staggering $34.5 million (USA Today,
April 24, 1996). Some notable items included iconic pieces
such as President Kennedy’s rocking chair, which sold for
$453,500; his set of golf clubs ($772,500); and the desk on
which the president signed the 1963 Nuclear Test Ban Treaty
($1.43 million). Many of the items, however, had little historical relevance, yet they still fetched remarkable sums of
money, such as a tape measure ($48,875) and a set of books
on Cape Cod ($21,850). Clearly, these items generated large
prices because of where they had been and whom they had
come into contact with, not their tangible properties or functional utility. For example, if the buyer of the tape measure
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MEMORIES, MONEY, AND MAGIC
Why do people pay money for celebrity possessions? The
phenomenon itself is somewhat of a puzzle. Celebrity items
often have little functional value; that is, there is no direct
functional benefit afforded by an object that belonged to
someone famous versus one that did not. Moreover, because
the objects themselves tend to be relatively common artifacts
(clothing, furniture, etc.), they are often physically indistinguishable from a number of seemingly identical products in
the marketplace. Nevertheless, people are willing to pay
surprisingly large sums of money to own these objects. This
raises the question, if it is not something that can be seen,
felt, or in any way directly experienced, what is it that makes
celebrity possessions so valuable? In this article we examine
three potential explanations.

Associations
One relatively straightforward explanation is that these
objects are valued for their associations. A great deal of
research in psychology and consumer behavior has documented people’s tendency to keep and collect items that
have some degree of sentimental value, even if the objects
themselves are relatively worthless (Belk 1988; Grayson and
Shulman 2000; O’Guinn 1991; O’Guinn and Belk 1989).
Moreover, in many cultures, celebrities (such as movie stars
or politicians) occupy a unique and often highly regarded
place in society (Belk 1988, 1995; Cornfeld and Edwards
1983; Douglas and Isherwood 1979; McCracken 1989;

O’Guinn 1991; O’Guinn and Belk 1989). Therefore, it may
be that people want to own celebrity possessions for the
same reasons that they want to collect souvenirs from a
memorable vacation or a ticket stub from a particularly
enjoyable concert (Zauberman, Ratner, and Kim 2009).
Celebrities are well regarded, and people may experience
positive emotions when they think about them. In turn, an
object that belonged to that celebrity is valued because it
serves as a physical reminder that helps people to relive
those pleasurable emotional states.
Indeed, past research on this topic has discussed the ways
in which memorabilia or “relics” (records, posters, clippings,
etc.) may have an important emotional connection to memories and one’s sense of self (O’Guinn 1991). Thus, from
an associative view, celebrity possessions themselves are
not qualitatively different from other types of memorabilia.
These objects are valued because they are associated with,
and therefore serve as reminders of, highly regarded individuals. However, this explanation also predicts that objects
belonging to individuals who are explicitly disliked should
carry no value at all, and hence, only the people who admire
individuals such as Saddam Hussein or Charles Manson (for
whatever reason) should positively value their possessions.

Market Forces
A second explanation of this phenomenon appeals to far
more pragmatic concerns—namely, the potential value of
these items to others. Celebrity possessions are often one
of a kind, which by definition makes them a scarce commodity. Moreover, there is often a substantial discrepancy
between the intrinsic value of celebrity items and their market value. For example, someone recently paid $160 for a
piece of used bubble gum that was chewed by Brittany
Spears. Therefore, it may be that people purchase celebrity
possessions primarily because they recognize that these
items are scarce and potentially valuable to others.
There is, of course, a sense in which this account is circular. That is, why do other people want these items? And
yet, there have been several historical instances in which
scarcity itself has driven an enormous and highly lucrative
market. For example, at the height of the “Dutch tulip
mania” in 1637, a single tulip bulb sold for over 4,000
guilders, while less than a year earlier, tulips sold for a small
fraction of that amount (Mackay 1841; Thompson 2007;
also see Garber 1989, 2000). Similar explanations have been
proposed for more recent phenomena such as the collection
of Beanie Babies, which offered an annual rate of return of
approximately 170% from 1994 to 1999 (Burton and Jacobsen 1999). Given the large sums of money paid for celebrity possessions, it is certainly possible that people purchase these items based on the assumption that their market
value will continue to increase. Consistent with this notion,
Burton and Jacobsen (1999) estimate that the annual rate of
return on collectibles sold at major auction houses is between 11% and 14%, and a survey of collectors found that
22% reported financial investment as a significant motivation for their collecting behavior (Formanek 1991).
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others (their market value). For instance, we might value
objects that belonged to celebrities because we believe that
there are other people who would later purchase them from
us at higher prices or because others would be impressed
that we own such things. A third account is rooted in the
concept of contagion (Belk 1988; Rozin, Millman, and Nemeroff 1986). This is the belief that a person’s immaterial
qualities or “essence” can be transferred to an object through
physical contact.
The present studies demonstrate that the mere association
of an object with a well-liked individual does not appear to
be a significant driver of value. Moreover, while market
forces do play a role, contagion appears to be the critical
factor affecting the valuation of celebrity possessions. Specifically, we find that manipulating the degree of physical
contact that a celebrity has with an object dramatically influences consumers’ willingness to purchase it, and individual differences in sensitivity to contagion moderate this
effect. Additionally, the valuation of celebrity possessions
is principally explained by measures of contagion, and subliminally activating the concept of contagion changes people’s willingness to purchase celebrity objects. In the remainder of this article we review the previous work on
contagion and celebrity possessions and report the results
of three experiments that use converging methodologies to
test the role of contagion in the valuation of celebrity possessions.

CELEBRITY CONTAGION

Contagion

through when purchasing used objects that are believed to
contain remnants of their previous owners (McCracken
1986, 1989). Taken together, this work suggests that contagion may be one explanation for people’s willingness to
have contact with an object previously owned by a celebrity.
However, in light of the competing explanations outlined
above (associations and market demands), it is unclear
whether contagion alone provides a sufficient explanation
for people’s desire to purchase such items.

THE CURRENT STUDIES
The primary goal of this article is to examine the degree to
which contagion beliefs account for the valuation of celebrity items. Specifically, we are interested in when contagion
beliefs may play a role, how they might interact with the
additional factors of associations and market demands, and
what types of manipulations are likely to activate or inhibit
such beliefs. Such an investigation is important in that it
helps to answer practical questions regarding the psychological factors surrounding consumers’ desire to purchase
celebrity items (as well as perhaps other types of collectibles). At a broader theoretical level, it serves to potentially
expand our understanding of the concept of contagion itself
by illustrating how notions of contagion may exist alongside
competing sources of value, such as market demands.
To examine these issues, the present studies assess consumers’ valuation of both positive and negative celebrity
possessions. In the first experiment, we employ a relatively
straightforward approach by assessing valuation of both celebrity and noncelebrity possessions. We subsequently measure the dimensions of contagion, perceived market value,
and associations in order to determine the relative contribution of each of these factors. Experiment 2 uses a different
“transformation” paradigm to examine the effects of directly
manipulating both “contagion potential” (the degree of physical contact between the celebrity and the object) and market
demands (the potential to resell the item to others). In this
study, the associative account served as the null hypothesis
since associations between the object and the celebrity were
preserved across all manipulations. Additionally, in this
study we examined individual differences in contagion sensitivity (Haidt, McCauley, and Rozin 1994) with the notion
that differences along this dimension might moderate the
effects of physical contact. Finally, experiment 3 manipulated sensitivity to contagion via a priming manipulation
and subsequently measured consumers’ willingness to purchase celebrity possessions.
The present studies use a number of converging approaches to identify the psychological processes underlying
the valuation of celebrity possessions. These studies contribute to the existing literature as they are the first to experimentally test and manipulate various reasons for why
people value celebrity possessions. Additionally, these studies illustrate how contagion may interact with competing
sources of value, such as associations and market demands.
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A third explanation comes from the concept of contagion.
Contagion is commonly thought of as a form of magical
thinking in which people believe that a person’s immaterial
qualities or essence can be transferred to an object through
physical contact (Belk 1988; Bloom 2004, 2010; Frazer
1890; Mauss 1902; Nemeroff and Rozin 1994; Rozin et al.
1989; Tylor 1871). Anthropologists first proposed the concept in the late nineteenth century when they observed several cultural practices emphasizing the transfer of a person’s
identity (or soul) to inanimate objects. The most “contagious” objects were actual physical remnants of the person,
such as clippings of hair or fingernails. However, such beliefs seemed to carry over to inanimate objects, particularly
objects that had come into physical contact with the person.
The concept of contagion has been examined in a wide
range of experimental contexts (Argo, Dahl, and Morales
2006, 2008; Mishra 2009; Morales and Fitzsimons 2007;
Nemeroff and Rozin 1994; Rozin et al. 1986). For example,
Nemeroff and Rozin (1994) asked participants to sequentially imagine a sweater that came into contact with a range
of different individuals, for example, a lover, someone evil,
or someone admired. Participants were asked to rate how
pleasant or unpleasant they would find the experience of
wearing the sweater. Then participants were asked to imagine their willingness to wear the sweater following a range
of possible transformations that included different ways of
cleaning the sweater (e.g., deodorizing it, boiling it) as well
as a number of structural changes (cutting it up, burning it,
etc.). In sum, participants reported that while they would
be happy to wear a sweater worn by a loved one or someone
they admired, they would refuse to try on a sweater worn
by someone evil, such as Adolf Hitler (Nemeroff and Rozin
1994; Rozin et al. 1989).
More recently, Argo et al. (2006, 2008) conducted related
studies supporting the role of contagion beliefs in consumer
contexts. For example, they found that in a retail setting,
people were reluctant to purchase a T-shirt if it was just
tried on by a stranger (Argo et al. 2006). However, people
were more likely to purchase an item if it came into contact
with an attractive salesperson of the opposite sex (Argo et
al. 2008). In both sets of studies, the authors found that
willingness to pay and purchase intentions were linked to
the item’s physical contact with those presumably negative
or positive sources, supporting the notion that both positive
and negative attributes may be transmitted through the process of contagion.
Furthermore, qualitative research has discussed the potential role of contagion in the valuation of celebrity items
(Belk 1995; O’Guinn 1991; O’Guinn and Belk 1989). For
example, O’Guinn (1991) examined the collections of members of the Central Midwest Barry Manilow Fan Club and
noted that the most valuable items were “things in the collection that actually touched Barry” (6). Similarly, McCracken (1986) has discussed the process by which owners
impart meaning to their objects through ownership and physical contact and the “divestment rituals” that consumers go
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EXPERIMENT 1

Method
Participants were 245 adults (Mage p 35.2, 67% female)
who were recruited from an online database maintained by
Yale University. Participants were randomly assigned to one
of six conditions in a 3 (valence: positive, negative, mixed)
# 2 (fame: celebrity, noncelebrity) between-subjects design.
Each participant was first asked to generate the name of
an individual. The instructions used to elicit this name varied
by condition. For example, participants in the positive celebrity condition read, “In the space below please provide
the name of a living celebrity or public figure (not someone
you know personally) who you consider to be incredibly
moral.” In the negative celebrity condition, the word “moral”
was replaced with “immoral.” In the mixed-valence conditions participants were asked to name a person “who you
consider to be of mixed moral valence; i.e., someone who
is both moral at times and immoral at other times.” Valence
of the target individual was manipulated in terms of morality
because morality is a dimension that is readily identified as
positive or negative and can be shared by celebrities and
noncelebrities alike.
In the noncelebrity conditions the wording was identical
except that participants were asked to “provide the name of
a living person (someone you know personally).” As a manipulation check for fame (celebrity vs. noncelebrity), participants were asked to rate how famous the person was (1
p not at all famous, 9 p extremely famous).
Participants were then asked to imagine an item that belonged to the individual that they had named (e.g., a wristwatch) and completed a series of items, which measured the
primary dependent measure (valuation) and several process
measures. Measurement of the item’s value included three
items: “How much would you like to own this item? How
likely would you be to purchase this item if it was for sale?
Is this item worth keeping, or would you throw it out?” (a
p .83; Frazier et al. 2009). The measure of contagion asked
about people’s desire to have physical contact with the person as well as with the object itself: “How much would you
want to give this person a hug or shake their hand? How
much would you want to hold this item in your hands?” (a
p .72). The measure of perceived market demand included
two items: “Are there some people who would pay money

Results
As expected, participants rated the celebrities (M p 7.91)
as more famous than the noncelebrities (M p 1.38; p !
.0001). However, 28 participants listed famous individuals
when they were asked to list noncelebrities. These participants were excluded from the subsequent analyses, which
left usable data from a total of 217 participants.
The results from this study are depicted in figure 1. Participants valued items belonging to celebrities (M p 3.79)
significantly more than items belonging to noncelebrities
(M p 3.02; F(1, 211) p 11.42, p ! .001). Analogously,
participants valued objects belonging to the positive targets
the most (M p 4.33), less so for objects owned by mixedvalence targets (M p 3.68), and the least for negative targets
(M p 2.19; F(2, 211) p 29.48, p ! .001). There was no
interaction between these factors (p p .21).
For the measures of contagion, there was a significant
main effect of valence (F(2, 211) p 66.55, p ! .001) and
a significant interaction between valence and fame (F(2,
211) p 3.12, p ! .05). When the valence of the target was
positive, participants reported wanting to have marginally
more contact with the celebrity and the celebrity object
(M p 5.87) than with the noncelebrity (M p 5.18; F(1,
65) p 2.47, p p .12). However, when the target valence
was negative, participants instead reported wanting to have
more contact with the noncelebrity (M p 2.50) than with
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In experiment 1, participants were asked to evaluate a series
of objects that belonged to a target individual who varied
along two dimensions: his or her valence (positive, negative,
mixed) and fame (celebrity vs. noncelebrity). Our primary
dependent measure was valuation of the object (one’s desire
to purchase and own it). However, we also obtained several
process measures: an indirect measure of contagion (willingness to touch the person and the object), market value
(belief that someone else would want to purchase the item),
liking of the person (association), and the perceived historical significance of the item.

for this item? Would other people be impressed if they found
out that you owned this item?” (a p .81). Additionally, we
asked about liking the individual (1 p extreme disliking,
9 p extreme liking) because an associative account should
predict that liking should be positively correlated with valuation. We also asked participants to rate the perceived historical significance of the item: “Does this item have historical value (e.g., should it be in a museum)?” Except for
the measures of liking and fame, all responses were made
on 9-point scales, where 1 p not at all and 9 p very much
so. The order in which each of these items appeared was
randomized for each participant.
This entire procedure (generating the name of an individual person and evaluating one of his/her possessions) was
repeated three times, such that each participant listed three
different individuals. The type of person (e.g., positive celebrity) remained constant throughout. However, each time
the task was repeated, participants were asked to evaluate
a different type of object. The items included a wristwatch,
a sweater, and a pair of gloves, and the order in which these
items appeared was fully counterbalanced across participants.
The order in which the items were presented did not affect
the results (F ! 1), so it was dropped from all further analyses. Similarly, the type of object (wristwatch, sweater, pair
of gloves) did not affect the results (all p 1 .28). Therefore,
for each participant we averaged the ratings across the different objects to produce one score for each type of measure
(item value, contagion, market value, liking, and historical
significance).
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FIGURE 1
RESULTS FROM EXPERIMENT 1

Regression Analyses. We then conducted a hierarchical
linear regression analysis to examine the degree to which

each of the measures (contagion, market value, liking, and
historical significance) predicted measures of valuation. The
results of this analysis are reported in table 1. In sum, measures of contagion appeared to account for the effects of
target valence on valuation, while measures of market value
appeared to account for the effects of target fame. In contrast, measures of liking were not predictive and measures
of historical significance were only marginally related.
To verify the specific mediating relationships between
these factors we used bootstrapping analyses that allowed
for the examination of multiple mediators (Preacher and
Hayes 2008; Shrout and Bolger 2002; Zhao, Lynch, and
Chen 2010). We first examined the indirect effects of target
valence on item valuation, through the mediators of contagion, market value, liking, and historical significance. Although weak, there was a significant indirect effect of valence on valuation through market value (b p .02, SE p
.01; 95% confidence interval [CI] p .001 to .05), which
was driven primarily by celebrities (see fig. 1). More important, however, even when controlling for the effect of
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the celebrity (M p 1.77; F(1, 68) p 5.45, p ! .05). The
mixed-valence targets followed the same pattern as the negative targets (M p 4.14 and 3.81, respectively), though this
difference was not statistically significant. These patterns
suggest that desire to have contact with (or avoid) contagion
items may be “stronger” for celebrities than for noncelebrities.
For perceptions of market value, there was a significant
main effect of fame (F(1, 211) p 328.06, p ! .001) as well
as a significant interaction between fame and valence (F(2,
211) p 5.08, p ! .01). For celebrities, the market value of
the item decreased as the celebrity became more negative
(F(1, 122) p 5.60, p ! .01). For noncelebrities there was
no effect of valence on perceived market value (p p .39).
Ratings of historical significance followed a pattern identical
to that of market value with both a main effect of fame
(celebrity objects were rated as more historically significant)
and an interaction between fame and valence ( p ! .01).
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TABLE 1

HIERARCHICAL REGRESSION RESULTS FROM EXPERIMENT 1
Step 1
Predictor

b

t-value

Contagion

Fame
Valence
Fame#valence
Fame
Valence
Fame#valence
Fame
Valence
Fame#valence
Contagion
Market value
Liking (association)
Historical value

⫺.02
.58
.14
.77
.08
.13
.17
.44
.08
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .

⫺.28
10.64**
2.47*
18.27**
1.74⫹
3.09*
2.84*
7.29**
1.26
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .

Market value
Item value

Step 2
b

t-value

NA
NA
.18
⫺.04
⫺.04
.83
. . .
. . .
. . .

Step 3
b

t-value

NA

4.58**
.80
.87
16.37**
. . .
. . .
. . .

NA
⫺.06
⫺.02
⫺.07
.76
.31
. . .
. . .

Step 4
b

t-value

DR 2

1.42
.27
1.85⫹
10.76**
4.01**
.08
1.84⫹

.42**
.03**
.000
.005⫹

NA

.88
.43
1.67⫹
14.94**
4.74**
. . .
. . .

NA
⫺.09
⫺.02
⫺.07
.74
.27
⫺.01
.10

⫹
p ! .10.
*p ! .05.
**p ! .001.

market value (as well as historical significance and liking),
there was a significant indirect effect of valence through
contagion (b p .44, SE p .06; 95% CI p .32 to .56).
Thus, manipulations of target valence affected contagion
(wanting to touch the item or the person), which in turn
changed participants’ desire to purchase or own the item.
An identical set of analyses examined the effect of fame
on valuation. A bootstrapping analysis indicated that there
was a significant indirect effect of fame on valuation through
perceived market value (b p .17, SE p .05; 95% CI p
.08 to .28). However, none of the other mediating variables
had a significant indirect effect. Thus, manipulations of target fame affected the perceived market value of the item,
which in turn changed participants’ desire to purchase or
own the item.

Discussion
The results from the first study are informative for a number of reasons. We observed a significant interaction between celebrity valence and measures of contagion such that
people wanted more contact with positive celebrity items
(compared to noncelebrity items) but less contact with negative celebrity items. Moreover, the regression/mediation
analyses demonstrated that both contagion and market demands (but not general liking of the individual or perceived
historical significance) explained participants’ valuation of
the celebrity items.
Putting these results together, we are able to dissociate
the effects of contagion, market demands, and associations.
Overall, associations do not appear to play a significant role.
Measures of liking/disliking did not predict measures of
valuation. However, we did observe significant effects of
both contagion and market demands, which appeared to operate differently depending on the valence of the celebrity.
Positive celebrity possessions appeared to be valued both
for their contact with an admired individual (contagion) and

for their market value. In contrast, for negative celebrities,
contagion and market demands appeared to play contrasting
roles in that perceived market demand increased the value
of the object (relative to an item owned by a negative noncelebrity) whereas contagion decreased the value. In the
following study we examine this interaction between contagion and celebrity valence more directly.

EXPERIMENT 2
Experiment 2 employed a converging methodology, originally developed by Nemeroff and Rozin (1994), which asked
participants to think of an item that was previously owned
by someone famous—either a positive celebrity or a negative celebrity. After providing baseline values for their willingness to purchase the item, participants were exposed to
one of four different manipulations: two that manipulated
the degree of physical contact with the item (the item’s
contagion potential) and two that affected the market demand for the item. Depending on condition, the celebrity’s
contact with the item was either highlighted (stating that the
person had a lot of contact with the item) or decreased
(stating that even though the object was owned by the celebrity, he/she never actually touched it). Similarly, the perceived market value of the item was either highlighted (stating that there was a great deal of demand for items owned
by that person) or decreased (stating that there was little
demand for items owned by that person). Crossing these
factors produced eight conditions in a 2 # 2 # 2 betweensubjects design.
On the basis of experiment 1, we predicted that for both
positive and negative celebrities, highlighting demand for
the item should increase purchase intentions while decreasing demand should decrease purchase intentions. However,
for manipulations of contact (i.e., contagion potential), we
predicted an interaction with celebrity valence. Highlighting
contact with positive celebrities should increase purchase
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Outcome

CELEBRITY CONTAGION

intentions because of the transfer of positive “essence,”
while highlighting contact with negative celebrities should
decrease purchase intentions because of the transfer of negative “essence.” Stated formally, the hypotheses were as
follows:

H1b: Manipulations of contact should interact with
celebrity valence. For positive celebrities, highlighting physical contact should increase purchase intentions while for negative celebrities
highlighting physical contact should decrease
purchase intentions.
Thus, the interaction between celebrity valence and manipulations of physical contact was the primary test of the
contagion mechanism. This study did not manipulate associations directly. Rather, an associative account served as
the null hypothesis since in all conditions the association
between the object and the celebrity was preserved.
Additionally, we were interested in factors that may moderate the effects of contagion. Previous research has established that individuals may differ in their degree of sensitivity to contagion. For example, differences in contagion
sensitivity predict a person’s willingness to have contact
with negatively contaminated items (Haidt et al. 1994; Rozin, Fallon, and Mandell 1984). In this study, we predicted
that contagion sensitivity should moderate the relationship
between celebrity valence and purchase intentions. Specifically, higher sensitivity to contagion should be positively
related to a desire to purchase objects owned by positive
celebrities. However, higher contagion sensitivity should
also be negatively related to a desire to purchase objects
owned by negative celebrities since in this case worry about
negative contamination may trump any desire to own the
object for its perceived market value. Moreover, high–
contagion sensitivity individuals should be more sensitive
to the manipulation of physical contact than low-sensitivity
individuals. Thus, we used individual differences in contagion sensitivity as a converging test of the contagion mechanism.
H2a: Higher degrees of contagion sensitivity should
be positively related to willingness to purchase
objects owned by positive celebrities but negatively related to willingness to purchase objects
owned by negative celebrities.
H2b: High–contagion sensitivity individuals should
be more sensitive to the manipulation of physical
contact than low-sensitivity individuals.

Method
We recruited a new group of 455 participants (Mage p
34.1, 64% female) from the same online panel. Participants

were randomly assigned to one of eight between-subjects
conditions in a 2 (valence: positive vs. negative) # 2 (manipulation: contagion vs. market value) # 2 (direction: highlighted vs. decrease) between-subjects design.
Participants were first asked to provide the name of either
a celebrity whom they deeply admired or a celebrity whom
they despised. The instructions (taken from Nemeroff and
Rozin [1994]) used to elicit names in the positive celebrity
conditions were as follows: “In the space below please provide the name of your favorite living celebrity or public
figure. This could be a movie star, a musician, a professional
athlete, a politician, etc. This should be someone whom you
like very much and admire and would be excited to meet
personally.” In contrast, participants in the negative condition read, “In the space below please provide the name of
a living person, whom you consider to be evil, or to personify evil; not someone you know personally, but a villain.
This could be a mass murderer, or a fanatical leader—someone that you have strong negative feelings about.” As a
manipulation check, participants were also asked to indicate
using a binary measure whether or not the person they
named was someone they “knew personally” and whether
the person was someone “that the average person has heard
of.”
Next, participants were asked to imagine that they had
the opportunity to bid on a sweater that belonged to that
individual. Participants were asked to report their willingness to purchase the sweater compared to an identical used
sweater (in the same condition) that was not owned by the
person they had named (1 p much less likely to purchase,
9 p much more likely to purchase). Participants also rated
on a 9-point scale how pleasant they would find the experience of wearing the sweater (1 p extremely unpleasant,
9 p extremely pleasant).
On a subsequent page, participants were then exposed to
one of four different manipulations. For each type of manipulation (physical contact or market value) the manipulation either highlighted or decreased that dimension. Thus,
the celebrity’s physical contact with the item was either
highlighted (“This sweater was given to [——] as a gift and
it was one of [his/her] favorite sweaters and [he/she] wore
it often”) or decreased (“This sweater was given to [——]
as a gift, but [he/she] never actually wore it or even opened
the box that it came in”). Similarly, the market value of the
item was either highlighted (“There is a lot of demand for
items owned by [——], so if you wanted to, it is highly
likely that you could resell the sweater to someone else”)
or decreased (“There is very little demand for items owned
by [——], so even if you wanted to, it is highly unlikely
that you could resell the sweater to someone else”). After
reading about one of these four manipulations, participants
were again asked to report their intent to purchase the celebrity object as well as the pleasure they would derive from
wearing it. Our main dependent measures were the differences in participants’ scores after reading one of the manipulations versus before reading.
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H1a: For both positive and negative celebrities, highlighting perceived demand should increase purchase intentions while decreasing demand
should decrease purchase intentions.
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FIGURE 2
RESULTS FROM EXPERIMENT 2

Individual Differences in Measures of Contagion Sensitivity. At the end of the study, all participants were asked
to respond to three additional items that were adapted from
Haidt et al. (1994) and assessed their sensitivity to contagion. These three items included, “Even if I were hungry,
I would not drink a bowl of my favorite soup if it had been
stirred by a used but thoroughly washed flyswatter. It would
bother me to sleep in a nice hotel room if I knew that a
man had died of a heart attack in that room the night before.
If a friend offered me a piece of novelty chocolate shaped
like dog-doo, I would not eat a bite.” All responses were
made on a 9-point scale, where 1 p strongly disagree and
9 p strongly agree. These three measures were all significantly correlated with one another (all p ! .001) and loaded
onto a single factor.

Results
Manipulation Check. Nearly all participants (98.6%) responded that the person they named was not someone whom
they knew personally. A greater percentage of the participants in the negative celebrity conditions said that the average person had heard of the celebrity (94.5%) compared
to the positive celebrity conditions (84.7%; x2 p 11.72, p
! .001). This difference was driven by variance in the celebrities listed across the two types of conditions. Only 58
different negative celebrities were named, while 171 different positive celebrities were named (i.e., nearly every
participant in these conditions named a different person).
Including only participants who named an individual that

“the average person had heard of” did not change the results
in any way. Therefore, the analyses were performed using
the entire data set. There was no main effect or interaction
with participant gender (all p 1 .7).
Purchase Intentions. Results from this study are depicted
in figure 2. Consistent with a contagion account, we observed a significant interaction between manipulations of
physical contact and celebrity valence (F(1, 219) p 16.77,
p ! .001). For positive celebrities, highlighting the amount
of contact increased purchase intentions (Mdiff p ⫹.32)
while decreasing contact decreased purchase intentions (Mdiff
p ⫺1.58; F(1, 111) p 17.43, p ! .001). However, for
negative celebrities the opposite was true: decreasing contact
increased purchase intentions (Mdiff p ⫹.43), whereas highlighting contact decreased purchase intentions (Mdiff p
⫺.33; F(1, 108) p 2.69, p p .10). As expected, manipulations of market value had similar effects on both positive
and negative celebrity objects. For positive celebrities, highlighting market demand increased purchase intentions (Mdiff
p ⫹.74) while decreasing demand decreased purchase intentions (Mdiff p ⫺.33; F(1, 118) p 8.35, p ! .01). Similarly, for negative celebrities, highlighting demand increased
purchase intentions (Mdiff p ⫹.89) while decreasing demand
decreased purchase intentions (Mdiff p ⫺1.0; F(1, 108) p
21.24, p ! .001).
Pleasure from Wearing. As can be seen in figure 2, for
positive celebrities, highlighting contact increased participants’ desire to wear the sweater (Mdiff p ⫹.02) while decreasing contact significantly reduced participants’ desire to
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NOTE.—Higher numbers indicate a greater desire to purchase or wear the item. The darker bars represent conditions in which the
contact or demand was highlighted, while the lighter bars represent conditions in which contact or demand was decreased.
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Contagion Sensitivity. We then used regression analyses
to test our prediction regarding the moderating effects of
contagion sensitivity. The three measures of contagion sensitivity were averaged to produce a single measure (a p
.59). We first examined the initial ratings of purchase intentions before any manipulation was described. As hypothesized, we observed a significant two-way interaction
between celebrity valence (positive vs. negative) and contagion sensitivity (b p .13, p ! .01). For positive celebrities,
there was a significant positive relationship between contagion sensitivity and purchase intentions (b p .18, p !
.01). That is, participants who were more sensitive to contagion expressed greater purchase intentions for the positive
celebrity objects. In contrast, for negative celebrities, contagion sensitivity was negatively related to purchase intentions (b p ⫺.12, p p .076), where participants who were
more sensitive to contagion were less likely to purchase the
negative celebrity objects.
We then examined whether contagion sensitivity moderated the effects of physical contact on purchase intentions.
Indeed, for positive celebrities, participants’ level of contagion sensitivity moderated the manipulation of contact on
purchase intentions such that we observed a significant twoway interaction between the manipulation of physical contact and contagion sensitivity (b p .18, p ! .05). To explore
the nature of the interaction, we compared whether there
were significant differences across the contact conditions at
both low and high levels of contagion sensitivity (see Aiken
and West 1991; Fitzsimons 2008). Consistent with our hypotheses, the planned contrast for participants at high levels
of contagion sensitivity (⫹1 SD from the mean) revealed a
significant effect of contact on the change in willingness to
purchase the item (b p .53, p ! .001). In contrast, for
participants who were low in contagion sensitivity (⫺1 SD
from the mean), the manipulation of contact had no effect
on purchase intentions (b p .15, p p .27). For negative
celebrities, however, there was no interaction with contagion
sensitivity (b p ⫺.01, p p .93), which is again consistent
with the hypothesis that these objects are valued because of
their perceived market value, not contagion. Given that the
Cronbach’s a for the measure of contagion sensitivity was
not extremely high (because of a small number of items),
we replicated the above patterns (i.e., higher contagion sensitivity positively correlated with willingness to purchase
positive celebrity items and negatively correlated with willingness to purchase negative celebrity possessions) using
each individual measure of contagion sensitivity as a mod-

erating variable. The results of these analyses were identical
to the patterns observed using the three-item scale.
Internal Replication. We replicated this pattern of results
in a second experiment with a new sample of 310 adult
participants. The design was nearly identical to the present
study. However, for the manipulation of contagion, participants were told about a “sterilization” transformation that
removed any evidence of the individual’s contact with the
item. Additionally, for the manipulation of market value,
participants were told that they would be prohibited from
reselling the items to others.

Discussion
For both positive and negative celebrity items, we observed that changes in market demand produced similar
effects. Not surprisingly, highlighting demand increased
purchase intentions while decreasing demand decreased purchase intentions. More important, however, the pattern was
different for manipulations of physical contact. Here we
observed the predicted interaction effect. For positive celebrities, highlighting contact increased purchase intentions,
while for negative celebrities, highlighting contact decreased
purchase intentions. The effects of physical contact (and
their interaction with celebrity valence) suggest that contagion is indeed an important dimension influencing the valuation of celebrity items above and beyond any effects of
market demands.
These results are also able to address an associative account. If the mere association between the celebrity and the
object was the only factor driving valuation, then there
should have been no effect of either the contact or market
value transformations. Thus, the significant interaction between celebrity valence and manipulations of contact provides strong evidence against the associative explanation as
well as an explanation based solely on market demands.
Additional support for contagion as a key underlying dimension came from the contagion sensitivity measures. Specifically, we observed that higher sensitivity to contagion
was positively related to a desire to purchase objects owned
by positive celebrities but negatively related to a desire to
purchase objects owned by negative celebrities. Moreover,
higher–contagion sensitivity individuals showed greater effects of physical contact on willingness to purchase a positive celebrity item. In our final study, we test the role of
contagion more directly by experimentally manipulating
participants’ contagion beliefs.

EXPERIMENT 3
In a final study, we examined the effects of activating the
concept of contagion via a subtle priming manipulation.
Participants were exposed to either “contagious” or “not
contagious” vignettes (see the appendix) and were then subsequently asked for their valuation of either positive or negative celebrity items. We predicted that activating the concept of contagion should make participants more sensitive
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wear the sweater (Mdiff p ⫺1.12; F(1, 111) p 12.46, p !
.001). In contrast, for negative celebrities, decreasing contact
significantly increased participants’ desire to wear the
sweater (Mdiff p ⫹.71) while highlighting contact did not
change participants’ desire to wear the sweater, which remained at the bottom of the scale (Mdiff p .04; F(1, 108) p
12.26, p ! .001). Manipulations of market value had no
effect on ratings of wanting to wear the sweater for either
positive or negative celebrities (both p 1 .3).
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to contagion and therefore (similar to contagion sensitivity)
should interact with the valence of the celebrity, leading
participants to value the negative celebrity items less and
the positive celebrity items potentially more.

A second goal of this study was to explore scenarios in
which the target individual was held constant rather than
generated by participants. The method employed in the previous studies had the benefit of equating across a number
of dimensions including participants’ own familiarity with
the celebrity, individual differences in categorization of the
individual as positive or negative, and so forth. However,
one question was whether the effects of the previous studies
would be obtained if the target individuals were held constant. Therefore, participants were asked to evaluate objects
that were said to have belonged to two positive individuals
and two negative individuals, and we compared ratings of
their possessions across the manipulations of celebrity valence (positive vs. negative) and priming condition (contagious vs. not contagious).

Method
We recruited a new group of 240 participants (Mage p
36.2, 65% female) from the same online panel. Participants
were randomly assigned to one of four between-subjects
conditions in a 2 (valence: positive vs. negative) # 2 (priming condition: contagious vs. not contagious) between-subjects design.
Participants were first primed by being asked to read the
scenarios of high or low contagion. The prime consisted of
four scenarios that included descriptions of an action either
spreading to others or not spreading and remaining isolated.
The actions consisted of a person laughing and other people
in the vicinity also starting to laugh (or not), one person
yawning and others also beginning to yawn (or not) (both
of these were taken with permission directly from Mishra
[2009]), the spread (or not) of the smell of a flower, and
the spread (or not) of poison ivy among siblings. Therefore,
the same action (e.g., laughing or yawning) was considered
either contagious or not contagious, depending on whether
it was spread or not. Since two of the vignettes used in
this study were slightly different from the ones used by
Mishra (2009), we conducted a pretest with a separate
group of participants. Participants were first exposed to
either the contagious or not contagious vignettes. Then,
participants completed the three contagion sensitivity items
used in experiment 2. As expected, participants expressed
significantly greater sensitivity to contagion when exposed
to the contagious (M p 5.79, SD p 1.88) versus not
contagious vignettes (M p 5.17, SD p 2.05; t(182) p
2.11, p ! .05).

Results and Discussion
Measures of valuation were submitted to a mixed-model
ANCOVA with valence (positive vs. negative) and priming
condition (contagious vs. not contagious) as between-subjects factors and the item (sweater vs. sunglasses) as a
within-subjects factor. As predicted, this analysis revealed
a significant two-way interaction between priming condition
and celebrity valence (F(1, 233) p 5.94, p ! .05). For the
negative celebrity items, participants who were exposed to
the contagion prime rated the negative celebrity items as
significantly less valuable (M p 2.10; SE p.22) than participants who were exposed to the not contagious prime
(M p 2.84; SE p.22, F(1, 116) p 5.65, p ! .05). Conversely, for positive celebrity items, participants who were
exposed to the contagion prime rated the positive celebrity
items as more valuable (M p 4.64; SE p.24) than participants who were exposed to the not contagious prime (M p
4.29; SE p.24). This difference, however, was not statistically significant (p p .31). The priming manipulation had
analogous effects on both targets and therefore did not interact with the particular positive or negative celebrity (F !
1). Although the measures of liking were positively correlated with valuation (p ! .001), regression analyses indicated
that this measure did not moderate the effect of the prime
in either the positive (p p .82) or the negative conditions
(p p .62).
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H3: There should be an interaction between the priming condition and celebrity valence. Priming contagion should lead participants to value the negative celebrity items less and the positive celebrity
items more.

Following the priming task, participants were asked to
evaluate two celebrity objects (a sweater and a pair of sunglasses). Half of the participants evaluated objects that were
said to belong to positive celebrities (Albert Einstein and
Barack Obama) while the other half evaluated negative celebrity items (belonging to Charles Manson and Saddam
Hussein). These names were taken from those generated by
participants in experiments 1 and 2. As a manipulation
check, participants were also asked to rate how much they
liked the person (1 p extreme disliking, 9 p extreme
liking). As expected, participants reported liking Albert Einstein (M p 7.39) and Barack Obama (M p 6.74) significantly more than Charles Manson (M p 1.91) and Saddam
Hussein (M p 1.84; F(1, 237) p 579.91, p ! .001).
For each item, participants then responded to three questions that assessed their valuation of the item. These measures were the same as those used in experiment 1 (i.e.,
desire to own the item, willingness to purchase, willingness
to keep the item vs. throw it out). These measures were
highly correlated and were averaged to produce a single
measure of valuation (a p .80). The order in which each
item was presented was counterbalanced across participants
and did not affect the results (F ! 1). In this study, we did
observe that, overall, men expressed greater valuation for
the items than women (b p .28, p ! .001, perhaps because
all the targets were male) and that younger participants reported greater valuation than older ones (b p ⫺.18, p !
.01). The priming manipulation did not interact with these
factors (all p 1 .4). However, for all subsequent analyses we
included both participant gender and age as covariates.

CELEBRITY CONTAGION

Together, these results demonstrate that celebrity possessions are valued for reasons that go beyond mere associations or market demands. For instance, a merely associative
account cannot explain the interaction between contagion
and celebrity valence (experiment 2) nor the moderating role
of contagion sensitivity (experiment 2), and an associative
account makes no predictions regarding the effects of priming contagion (experiment 3). Moreover, the fact that some
participants were willing to purchase negative celebrity objects, as revealed by the changes in purchase intentions in
experiments 2 and 3, is inconsistent with a merely associative account given that the negative individuals were individuals whom participants said they explicitly detested. In
other words, while some people in the real world may actually be admirers of Charles Manson or Saddam Hussein,
this does not account for the participants in our studies who
said they were willing to purchase these items after they
had already identified the items’ owners as someone whom
they explicitly disliked. Consistent with this, explicit measures of liking did not predict willingness to purchase an
object owned by a given celebrity.

Limitations and Future Directions
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The primary goal of this article was to empirically test the
degree to which contagion beliefs, in contrast to other motivations such as associations and market demands, account
for the valuation of celebrity items. The present studies find
that, indeed, contagion appears to play a central role in the
valuation of celebrity possessions. Furthermore, we demonstrate the way in which contagion and market demands
interact to influence purchase intentions. Specifically, experiment 1 demonstrated that, for positive celebrities, contagion and market demands seem to be complementary.
Items belonging to positive celebrities appear to be valued
both for their contact with an admired individual (contagion)
and for their market value. In contrast, for negative celebrities, contagion and market demands appear to play contrasting roles in that perceived market demand increases the
value of the object (relative to an item owned by a negative
noncelebrity) whereas contagion decreases value.
Experiment 2 examined this interaction between contagion and valence in greater detail by directly manipulating
the amount of contact that the individual had with the item.
Supporting a contagion hypothesis, we observed that physical contact increased purchase intentions for positive celebrity items but decreased purchase intentions for negative
celebrity items. This study also demonstrated that contagion
sensitivity is an important moderator in the valuation of
celebrity possessions. Individual differences in contagion
sensitivity were positively related to a desire to purchase
objects owned by positive celebrities but negatively related
to a desire to purchase objects owned by negative celebrities.
Finally, experiment 3 provided converging evidence for a
contagion account by demonstrating that activating the concept of contagion via a priming manipulation changes people’s willingness to purchase celebrity possessions.

The present studies tended to examine extremes of positivity/negativity. In actuality, however, there may be many
more cases of “mixed” valence. The results from experiment
1 suggest that as far as contagion effects are concerned,
mixed-valence individuals tend to fall in the middle of extremely positive or extremely negative celebrities. Nevertheless, this may be an interesting avenue for future research
given the number of ways in which valence may be “mixed.”
For example, what is the role of contagion for an individual
such as Tiger Woods, who is highly regarded for his talent
and sportsmanship as a golfer but received a great deal of
backlash for his numerous affairs?
There may also be additional sources of value contributing
to people’s desire to purchase celebrity objects that we did
not examine here. Indeed, the market value of celebrity items
would seem to be representative of a much broader notion
of value that may include a number of factors such as the
item’s value as a historical artifact, its age, or its status value
to others. While the effects of contagion observed here suggest that these additional factors do not sufficiently account
for people’s willingness to purchase celebrity possessions,
future research may look at these factors in greater detail.
There may also be important individual differences that
interact with contagion beliefs. In the present studies, we
observed some main effects of gender and age (e.g., in
experiment 3). However, these factors did not interact with
manipulations of contagion. Nevertheless, there may be situations in which the effects of contagion may be different
for men and women (see Argo et al. 2008). Additionally,
the desire for celebrity possessions may be related to traits
that are quite stable across the lifetime, such as how sentimental someone is or whether he/she possessed sentimental
objects as a child (see Frazier et al. 2009).
Finally, these studies primarily examined the notion that
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The results from this study were consistent with the prediction that implicitly activating the concept of contagion
would have different effects on the valuation of positive
versus negative celebrity items. Specifically, activating the
concept of contagion significantly reduced the degree to
which participants valued the negative celebrity items. However, exposure to contagion had a different effect for positive
celebrity items by increasing valuation (although this difference was not significant when compared to the not contagious prime).
The failure to find a significant increase in valuation for
positive celebrities is potentially attributable to several different factors. Perhaps the most plausible explanation is that
there is simply much less agreement in whom people identify as a positive celebrity. As noted earlier in experiment
2, we observed much greater consensus about negative celebrities compared to positive ones. This difference could,
in turn, explain the different effects of the contagion prime.
Consistent with this interpretation, the variance in ratings
of item value was greater in the positive celebrity conditions
versus the negative celebrity conditions (3.55 vs. 3.29, respectively).
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APPENDIX
CONTAGIOUS AND NOT CONTAGIOUS
PRIMING MANIPULATIONS USED IN
EXPERIMENT 3
The first two scenarios in each section were taken from
Mishra (2009).

CONTAGIOUS VIGNETTES
Tom saw some students standing in front of a bulletin board.
He was interested and went to see what they were all looking
at. He saw that some cartoons had been posted. He found
the cartoons very funny and started laughing very hard.
Looking at him laugh, others also joined in, and soon the
entire group of people were laughing.
John, a fifth grader, was sitting in his class in the afternoon. He was feeling a little sleepy and he yawned. He
looked around and saw that Rita, who was sitting next to
him, also started yawning. He then noticed that five other
students also were yawning. His yawn had caused the other
students to start yawning.
Jennifer was on vacation with her family in Hawaii. On
the vacation, Jennifer’s family went to a flower garden, and
as a souvenir Jennifer got to take home a beautiful flower.
The flower smelled very good, and the smell was very
strong. For the rest of the trip, Jennifer carried the flower
around in her bag with the rest of her clothes. By the end
of the trip, the smell of the flower had spread to all of her
other things. Even when she took her clothes out of the bag,
they still smelled like the flower.
Alex has many brothers and sisters. One day, Alex was
playing in the woods behind his house and he brushed his
leg on some poison ivy. Alex did not realize that he had
touched the ivy, and he began scratching the poison ivy and
spreading it on his hands and arms. Later that day, Alex
was playing with his brothers and sisters and he spread the
poison ivy to his siblings. Nobody was injured, but by the
end of the day the poison ivy had spread to all of the children
and they were all very itchy.

NOT CONTAGIOUS
Tom saw some students standing in front of a bulletin board.
He was interested and went to see what they were all looking
at. He saw that some cartoons had been posted. He found
the cartoons very funny and started laughing. Other children
looked at him but did not laugh, and Tom saw that he was
the only person laughing. He went away laughing and thinking about the cartoons.
John, a fifth grader, was sitting in his class in the afternoon. He was feeling a little sleepy and he yawned. He
looked around and saw that Rita, who was sitting next to
him, was not yawning. He looked around and found that no
other student was yawning. His yawn had not caused any
of the other students to yawn.
Jennifer was on vacation with her family in Hawaii. On
the vacation, Jennifer’s family went to a flower garden, and
as a souvenir Jennifer got to take home a beautiful flower.
The flower smelled very good, and the smell was very
strong. For the rest of the trip, Jennifer carried the flower
in a special zip lock bag. By the end of the trip, however,
the smell of the flower had gone away. The flower no longer
smelled, so Jennifer decided to leave it behind.
Alex has many brothers and sisters. One day, Alex was
playing in the woods behind his house and he brushed his
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contagion affects value via physical contact on both ends:
for example, a celebrity touched an item and now you can
also touch it. However, as Rozin and others have discussed
(Argo et al. 2006, 2008; Morales and Fitzsimons 2007; Nemeroff and Rozin 1994; Rozin et al. 1986, 1989; Rozin and
Nemeroff 2002), other modes of transmission might be
available and equally effective. Indeed, Nemeroff and Rozin
(1994) concluded that the mechanisms underlying the effects
of “positive” versus “negative” physical contact are distinct.
Specifically, the dislike and disgust for negative items appeared to derive from contagion beliefs, while interest and
regard for positive items resulted from a symbolic interaction model that highlighted the moral and interpersonal
factors that are communicated to the self and others through
association with such positive items.
Here we find a direct effect of positive contagion on
valuation. However, symbolic contagion would imply a
“metaphysical” mode of transmission whereby some immaterial quality of a person (e.g., his/her moral status) is
transferred to an object even without direct contact. For
instance, it may be that items more closely associated with
“core” features of a celebrity (e.g., Michael Jordan’s shoes
vs. Einstein’s pen) will differentially have an impact on the
effects of contagion. Therefore, future work may explore
the interaction between physical modes of contagion versus
more metaphysical/symbolic forms of contagion.
In sum, previous work on contagion has demonstrated
that the belief in a transmission of essence is pervasive
across cultures (Frazer 1890; Mauss 1902), may emerge
early in development (Bloom 2004; Kalish 1996), and may
have important effects on consumer behavior (Belk 1988;
Mishra 2009; Morales and Fitzsimons 2007; O’Guinn 1991).
To our knowledge, however, there has not been a previous
attempt to directly examine the underlying reasons why people purchase celebrity possessions from the vantage of contagion effects. Therefore, the primary contribution of this
article is to provide a clear empirical demonstration of the
role of contagion in the valuation of celebrity possessions.
Furthermore, these studies broaden the understanding of
contagion as they illustrate how contagion may interact with
competing market demands. Here we offer a new perspective
on the phenomenon of contagion as these studies illustrate
the ways in which contagion and market demands may either
converge or diverge, depending on the valence of the individual who touched the object and the market demands
surrounding that person.

CELEBRITY CONTAGION
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